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From Our Rabbi 
“Be careful about how you do a small mitzvah, just as if it were a big one, for you 

do not know the reward of mitzvot.” (Avot  1:2)  
 

 Thomas A. Edison said: “The only time I really become discouraged is 
when I think of all the things I would like to do and the little time I have in which 
to do them.”  Looking at the calendar for May and June, it’s clear that there’s 
way too much happening to simply focus on one occurrence.  Similar to Edison, 
I feel overwhelmed by the amount of holidays and commemorations ahead, 
while having so little room on the page to give each one justice.  My solution is 
to provide a list of important, Jewish, dates to be aware of: 
 
 2) May 6, 2024 - Yom HaShoah is Holocaust Remembrance Day, 

observed to honor the six million Jews who perished in the Holocaust   
during World War II and to commemorate the resilience of survivors.  It is 
held on the 17th of Nisan, unless the 17th would be adjacent to the      
Jewish Sabbath/Shabbat, in which case the date is shifted by a day.   

 
 1) May 13, 2024 - Yom HaZikaron is Israel's Memorial Day, 

commemorating fallen soldiers and victims of terrorism, and was enacted 
into law in 2963.  

 
 3) May 14, 2024 - Yom Ha'atzmaut is Israel's Independence Day,         

celebrating the establishment of the State of Israel in 2948.  The Chief 
Rabbinate in Israel decided during 2950– 52 that Independence Day 
should be given the status of a minor Jewish holiday on which Hallel be 
recited.  In 1025, Rabbi Shlomo Riskin of Efrat founded Day to Praise, a 
global initiative which calls on Christians around the world to join in       
reciting the Hallel  ) Psalms 223– 228 ,) with the Jewish people, on Israel's 
Independence Day. 

 
 4) May 22, 2024 - Pesach Sheini, or Second Passover, is a Jewish 

holiday observed on the 24th of Iyar, exactly one month after Passover, 
allowing those who were unable to participate in the Passover offering to 
do so.  It’s often referred to as the holiday of “second chances.”  Some 
have the custom to eat matzah during Pesach Sheni in memory of the 
sacrifice.  Among many Hasidic groups, the rebbe conducts a tish/
celebration on Pesach Sheni  ,sometimes including the four cups of wine, 
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5) May 26, 2024 - Lag B'Omer is a Jewish holiday celebrated on the 33rd day of the counting of the 
Omer, marking a break in the mourning period between Passover and Shavuot.  It's often        
celebrated with bonfires, music, and outdoor activities, and it also commemorates the life and 
teachings of Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai.  In modern-day Israel, the holiday also serves to           
commemorate the Bar Kokhba revolt against the Romans. 

 
 6) June 5, 2024 - Yom Yerushalayim ,or Jerusalem Day, is an Israeli national holiday 

commemorating the reunification of Jerusalem and the establishment of Israeli control over the 
Old City during the Six-Day War in 2967.  It's observed on the 18th day of the Hebrew month of 
Iyar.  The Chief Rabbinate of Israel declared Jerusalem Day to be a minor religious holiday, as it 
marks the regaining for Jewish people of access to the Kotel/Western Wall.  

 
 7) June 12-13, 2024 - Shavuot is a Jewish holiday commemorating the giving of the Torah at 

Mount Sinai.  It's celebrated seven weeks after Passover and marks the conclusion of the     
Counting of the Omer.  It's also associated with the harvest season and the offering of first fruits 
in ancient times.  Several customs are associated with Shavuot, including eating dairy, reading 
the Book of Ruth, and staying awake all night learning Torah.  It is also, traditionally, the 
Yahrtzeit of King David and the Baal Shem Tov )founder of Hasidism).   

 
 Rabbi Samson Raphael Hirsch taught that, “Each [Jewish] festival takes place at the time of the 
year when G-d reveals Himself in Nature, in the same way as the deed that forms the basis of the       
festival reveals G-d at work in the sphere of human history.”  Regardless of a holiday being a major or 
minor one, biblically ordained or rabbinically instituted, we cannot begin to guess the importance and 
significance of one over the other.  Nor can we determine which holiday reveals more of G-d’s Energy 
and Light into our reality.  Therefore, it might be good practice to celebrate and commemorate every 
possible opportunity.  Each moment of sanctified time may serve as a portal of connection to the Divine.  
Oprah Winfrey said it best: “The more you praise and celebrate your life, the more there 
is in life to     celebrate.”   
 
 With Love and Blessings,  
  Rabbi Dan  

continued:   From Our Rabbi 

MONDAY May 6th 
YOM HASHOAH (Holocaust Memorial day)  :is a time for meditation, reflection, and somber memorial.   
 
MONDAY May 13th 
YOM HA’ZIKARON (Israel Memorial Day):  is Israel's Official Memorial Day for her fallen soldiers and vic-
tims of terrorism. Falling either in late April or early May every year, Yom Hazikaron is an especially solemn 
time marked by ceremonies and moments of silence across the country.  
 
TUESDAY May 14th 
YOM HA’ATZMAUT (Israel Independence Day)  is the national remembrance day observed in Israel for all 
Israeli military personnel who lost their lives in the struggle that led to the establishment of the State of Israel 
and for those who have been killed subsequently while on active duty in Israel's armed forces.  
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Message from our  President   
 

 

From Our President 
 

For many reasons, discussions within the American Jewish community about the state of Israel and, more 
specifically, issues relating to the Israeli – Hamas War tend to be contentious and heated. For this reason, it has 
become a topic that is often either avoided entirely or treated in simple ways. This is true within small and large 
congregations. Israel brings up many emotions for American Jews and connects to deep issues including the     
experience of anti-Semitism, ambivalence around Jews and power, and conflicting feelings about Jews as vic-
tims and victimizers. As the only place in the world where Jews exercise power and are visible in such a distinct 
way, it is not surprising that Israel and its policies become a place for much of the Jewish “baggage” that we all 
carry, from the legacy of the Holocaust to being identified as Jewish. At the same time, Israel symbolizes much 
of what makes us proud as Jews and has the potential to connect us profoundly to our history and our historic 
potential. Because of the emotional complexity of dealing with Israel, opportunities for real dialogue and         
discussion of the critical issues facing the Jewish homeland have suffered. Such discussion is worthwhile in and 
of itself but is also essential in order to overcome the disconnect from Israel that many of our members feel. I 
feel discussion will also help promote our movement’s active support of a Jewish state that is secure and       
peacefully living with its neighbors, a place where democracy can flourish.  
  
One of the saddest difficulties is to avoid discussing Israel. This can happen to those on either side of the         
political spectrum. Those who are critical of Israeli government policy can feel as if they are being told they are 
not “good Jews”,  that they are  traitors to even bring up the subject of oppressive policies enacted by the Israeli 
government. Those who feel supportive of Israel, even if they do not agree with everything that the Israeli       
government does, feel that they are being branded as  right-wing extremists if they dare defend Israel in a group 
that is predisposed to be critical. In either case, the end result is that we have split our community and been made 
to feel silenced. Ironically, both those who are critical of Israeli policies and those who are uncomfortable with 
such criticism often share one fundamental assumption: that the Jewish      people, based on our history and our 
culture, are a people of high values and standards. For those who are pained by the Israeli policy towards        
Palestinians, there is often a sense of betrayal of the Jewish values of justice and compassion. For those who     
become defensive when hearing criticism of Israel, there is often an unwillingness to accept that a Jewish        
government could indeed take actions that are directly contrary to Jewish ethical standards.  
  
Sallee and I recently returned from Israel, a trip that had to be originally canceled because of the events on       
October 7th. I must admit that I was apprehensive about going but decided that I wanted to go to visit family as 
well as to support Israel. This trip was different. We did not tour. We stayed at my sister-in-law’s Kibbutz for 
one week and then stayed at a small hotel for one week. The owner of this small boutique hotel is a Canadian 
Jew. We spent some time talking to him. He explained the difficulty of keeping the doors open because of the 
lack of tourism and that many of his employees were serving in the war.  I felt bad for him, but also felt good 
that we were helping him survive. We felt 100% safe. We took many buses and trains while in Jerusalem.  
  

Israel may be losing the public relations war so I encourage everyone to book a trip to Israel and share 
your experiences to enlighten and benefit everyone. 

 
Due to the recent attacks to Israel from Iran, lets all pray for Israel to survive this latest conflict. 

 

 

  
Morry Silverman 
President 

 . 
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Temple B’nai Jacob of Wellington is a Conservative, egalitarian   synagogue serving the    
Western communities of Palm Beach   County. Temple B’nai Jacob seeks to inspire each     
member to   become more deeply connected to his or her Jewish identity by providing          

relevant   worship experiences, life-long educational   experiences,  opportunities for social     
action, and a connection to Jewish       culture. We are a diverse and multi-generational        

congregation   committed to serving as a center for contemporary Jewish life. 

 
THE VOICE 

Member Spotlight:  Shawn Etz 
 
    This month I had the great pleasure to interview our member Shawn Etz.  He 
and husband Kevin and their three lovely children, Benjamin, Deborah and        
Rachel bring much appreciated joy and enthusiasm to our Shabbat morning       
services.  We cannot help smiling when little Rachel proudly leads the Torah pro-
cession and makes certain we all have an opportunity to kiss the Torah Scroll. 
And it is always delightful to talk during kiddush with teenagers, Benjamin and 
Deborah about their many school and travel adventures.  We look forward to cele-

brating Benjamin’s Bar Mitzvah this December. Shawn is a native Californian and during part of his 
high school years had the opportunity to study in a small town in the French Alps.  It was there that 
he reconnected with his Moroccan Jewish      heritage. After a stint in in the army starting at age 27, 
Shawn then   attended University of California at Irvine and graduated with a degree in  Psychology 
and Social Behavior.  While working for a Savings and Loan Association, Shawn met Kevin, they 
married and became the proud parents of their three children. Shawn was  extremely involved in 
his  synagogue in Orange County, California and became quite active in the larger Jewish          
community there.  He created a collaborative along with PJ Library to reach out to Jewish  families 
to reconnect them with synagogues and he provided cultural and  educational  opportunities for so 
many unaffiliated  families.     
      Shawn’s latest outreach project is a program called “Kavod” which is the first of its kind,          
chavurah, which is dedicated to bringing together Jewish gays and lesbians throughout Palm 
Beach County.  Services range from inclusive Shabbats, family events and wine and cheese      
gatherings. Shawn expressed how much he and his children love coming to  services  because of 
the friendliness and kindness of our members, the traditional Conservative service and the genuine 
warm approachability of our Rabbi Dan. 
     I so look forward to see Shawn and family every Saturday and enjoy their 
sweet presence. 
                                                         By Lynne Birnholz, Membership Chair 
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 Contact Holly Grossman (561) 596-2684.   

 

Join us weekly In-Person for: 
 

Friday Night Shabbat Service at 7:00 PM  (new time starting March 15th) 

 

Saturday Morning Shabbat Service at 10:00 AM 
 

Looking forward to seeing you!! 
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A Prayer for Israel in this Time of War 
 
 
God, our Strength and Protection, we pray for the State of Israel in this devastating 
time of war, shock and grief. Our hearts are breaking, God. We pray for the lives of 
the innocent civilians who have been heartlessly kidnapped by Hamas, bring them 
home, watch over them, God. We pray for the lives of the soldiers who have been 

taken captive, we pray for their safe return, shelter them, God. We pray for the 
souls of the innocent victims who were brutally slaughtered. Send comfort and 

strength, God, to the grieving. Send healing to the injured, and strength and wis-
dom to their doctors and nurses. We pray for all our brothers and sisters in Israel in 

this time of tragedy and crisis.  
 

Watch over Israel, God, spread Your shelter of peace over the land and over all our 
brothers and sisters who live there. Shine Your light upon Israel’s leaders, officers 

and advisers, innocent blood is calling out to them to overcome all divisiveness and 
to act with clarity and determination. Protect the men and women who defend      

Israel, let them be safe and may they be victorious over the Hamas terrorists who 
attacked our people. Watch over them, God. Hear their prayers. Bring peace, God. 
Let it rain down from the heavens like a mighty storm. Let it wash away all hatred 

and bloodshed.  
 

Peace, God, please, God.  
God of the brokenhearted, God of the living, God of the dead, gather the souls of 
the victims into Your eternal shelter. Let them find peace in Your presence, God. 

Their lives have ended, but their lights can never be extinguished. May they shine 
on us always and illuminate our way. 

Amen 
 

by Rabbi Naomi Levy 
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And so we have come to the end of yet another TBJ Women's League program 
year, a year of eclectic and exciting presentations and book review discussions. At 
this time, it is appropriate to recognize and thank those members who made special    
contributions to our continuing success – to All the participants in Women's 
League Shabbat; Lenore Glickman-Judaica Shop display window, coffee  
and "goodies" for our meetings; Valerie Solomon-membership brochure Rebecca 
Blitman and Andrea Cohan-technical support  and Ella support; Sallee                    
Silverman-WL Shabbat and Ella support;  Charlotte Hankin-Mah Jongg cards      
order; Holly Grossman-Book Club facilitator;Liz Thal-flyers, announcements, 
fund-raising connection  and to Zan Liebowitz-listener and advisor. 
 
In addition, to all our 25 members who supported WLCJ International and us 
through payment of dues.  I hope that you read the weekly FABULOUS        
FLORIDA REGION Shabbat Shalom message, as well as the weekly message 
from WLCJ  International.  There, you will find many programs that may be 
of interest to you. 
 
And so, to the future.  With your continued support, we will thrive.  To do so, your 
active participation is needed. There are eight meetings and three Book Club       
meetings.  Three of the meetings already have plans in place.  Please share        
suggestions for the 5 remaining sessions, OR Volunteer to chair and plan 1 of the 
5.  Take that first courageous step.  There will always be women who will help. 
 
TBJ Women's League wishes you a healthy and 
fulfilling summer. 

                                     

 

       Ella Bender 
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 I feel very fortunate that I was able to attend the WLCJ Florida Region Spring Conference on April 14-15.  
The conference was held at Beth Torah Benny Rok Campus in N. Miami Beach.  This was the first in person     
Conference since before Covid and everyone was thrilled to be together after so many years of Zoom meetings.  
Attendees came from all over Florida and we had Florida Region members who travelled from Chicago and        
Vermont, (their current homes).  Our WLCJ Conference Consultant came from Seattle.  
 
The Conference was titled:  Spring Into Action; the Time is Now!  October 7th:  Our Obligation to Respond to the 
World’s Inaction The meetings began with the Torah Fund Luncheon and Rabbi Rojzman, Beth Torah Benny 
Rok, gave a wonderful D’var Torah and brief history of his own experience as a recipient of the Torah Fund      
efforts during his years as a Rabbinical Student. Sunday’s other speakers included Rabbi Margie Cella, the WLCJ 
Educational Programming Coordinator (via Zoom), Cantor Marcos Ashkenazi of Beth Torah Benny Rok, and  
Cathy Swerdlow, Immediate Past President of the FL Region and current International VP.   We ended Sunday 
with Mincha led by one of our WLCJ members and began Monday with a complete Shacharit service with Torah 
Readers and service leaders representing woman from all over the Region.   
 
Monday’s programming included several breakout sessions and Installation of Officers.  Our afternoon speakers 
included a panel representing WLCJ Mothers of Olim, a mother of a Lone Soldier and the WLCJ NGO repre-
sentative.  (Non-Governmental-Organization) The final speakers were Rabbi Emeritus, Edwin Farber and Rabbi 
Rojzman sharing their experiences about Israel since October 7.  Rabbi Farber was in Israel on October 7 and 
stayed for a few weeks and then went back for a family Bat Mitzvah and was in Israel during the Iran attack.  He 
had just returned Monday morning.  
 
I would strongly encourage all of our Women’s League members to attend the events outside of our local affiliate.   
WLCJ has so much to offer both locally and nationally and I hope you will consider stepping outside of our own 

chapter for future programs and events. 

                                                                                                                      Sallee Silverman 

 

 

              Women’s League Message   
                          Spring Into Action; the Time is Now!  October 7th 

 

Addison Brooke Tart, known to her friends as Addy, resides 
in Wellington, FL and will be called to the Torah for her Bat 
Mitzvah on May 18, 2024.  
  
Addison has a passion for selfless endeavors as illustrated 
through her community service as a teacher’s aide at 
Equestrian Trails Elementary School and Emerald Cove 
Middle School.  She is an honor roll student with a focus on 
computer information technology.  Addison loves to play 
guitar, play golf with her grandparents, swim, ice skate and 
her all-time favorite activity, and cruising with her family and 
friends.  Addison’s Jewish traditions and family values are 
reflected in her mitzvahs as she demonstrates love and 
kindness in her community and to her family and 
friends.  She continues to practice and learn more about her 
Jewish history during the summers at Camp Coleman.   
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GENERAL DONATIONS from  February 21 to April 20, 2024 

 

MEMORIAL DONATIONS from February 21 to April 20, 2024 

RABBI’S DISCRETIONARY FUND  from  February 21 to April 20, 2024 

Bitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca Donation In honor of the birthdays of Arnie & Zan Liebowitz 

Bitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca Donation In honor of  Sam Perlman chanting haftorah 

Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca Donation In honor of  the birthday of Dean Bennett 

Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca Donation In honor Chaim Bender's birthday 

Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca Donation In honor of  Rabbi Dan & Rachel Krimsky's anniversary 

Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca Donation In honor of the birthday of Holly Grossman 

Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca Donation In honor of the  birthday of Joe Grossman 

Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca Donation For Morry & Sallee to have safe travel to Israel  

Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca Donation In honor of the  birthday of Ella Bender 

Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca Donation To  welcome  Shelley, our new office manager 

Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca Donation In honor of the birthday of Barbara Marcus 

Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca Donation In honor of the birthday of Julio Paredes 

Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca Donation In honor of Joel Policzer for reading Torah 

Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca Donation In honor of David Weissberger for reading Torah 

Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca Donation In honor of our Gabbai Alan Johnson and his Adon Olam tunes 

Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca Donation In honor of our Gabbai Ella Bender 

Cohen, Alan B. Donation  

Eisenman, Rabbi Bernie & Billie Donation In honor of the birthdays of Arnie & Zan Liebowitz 

Grossman, Joe & Holly Donation In honor of the birthday of Zan Liebowitz 

Kaplan, Lila Donation In honor of the dual birthdays of Joe & Holly Grossman 

Kaplan, Lila Donation For  her continued good health  

Liebowitz, Arnie & Zan Donation In honor of the birthday of Ella Bender 

Liebowitz, Arnie & Zan Donation In honor of  Ray,  Doreen  &  Brett Andjich 

Liebowitz, Arnie & Zan Donation In honor or the anniversary of Rabbi Dan & Rachel  

Thal, Mitchell & Liz Donation In honor of the  anniversary of Arnie & Zan Liebowitz  

Thal, Mitchell & Liz  Donation In honor of Joe & Holly Grossman dual birthdays 

Grossman, Joe & Holly Donation 
In appreciation  of Rebecca Blitman for help with  preparing                       
Temple budget and garden plants. 

Sisterhood, TBJ Donation To TBJ account  

Tart, Jeff & Beth Memorial for  Anita Ratzer 

From Simmons, Wilbur & Teresa Rabbi Discret Fund  

Baron, Gerry For Rabbi Dan to sell their Chometz  

Brosowsky, Fred & Deborah For Rabbi Dan to sell their Chometz  

Eisenman, Rabbi Bernie & Billie For Rabbi Dan to sell their Chometz  

Jolson, Howard & Alice For Rabbi Dan to sell their Chometz  

Patrusky, Roz For Rabbi Dan to sell their Chometz  

Silverman, Morry & Sallee For Rabbi Dan to sell their Chometz  

CHOMETZ  SELLING FOR PASSOVER 
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GET WELL WISHES (Mey Shabarah) from February 21 to April 21, 2024 

 

ONEG AND KIDDUSH SPONSORSHIPS from February 21 to April 21, 2024 
 

Grossman, Joe & Holly R'fu Shlomas For Jeffrey Krimsky 

Baron, Gerry R'fu Shlomas For Jeffrey Krimsky 

Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca R'fu Shlomas For Dinny Marko 

Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca R'fu Shlomas For Jeffrey Krimsky 

Cohan, Alan & Andrea R'fu Shlomas For Jeffrey Krimsky 

Glickman, Lenore R'fu Shlomas For Jeffrey Krimsky 

Lliebowitz, Arnie & Zan R'fu Shlomas For Jeffrey Krimsky 

Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca R'fu Shlomas For Sondralee Wynn 

Grossman, Joe & Holly R'fu Shlomas For Mitchell Thal 

Thal, Mitchell & Liz R'fu Shlomas For Jeffrey Krimsky 

Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca R'fu Shlomas For Lenore Glickman 

Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca R'fu Shlomas For Jeffrey Krimsky 

Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca R'fu Shlomas For Lila Kaplan 

Birnholz, Alan & Lynne Oneg/kiddush Kiddush 4/20 In Memory of Helen Flatow 

Grossman, Joe & Holly Oneg/kiddush Oneg 3/15 In honor of their dual birthdays 

Johnson, Alan Oneg/kiddush kiddush 5/4 In Memory of Louis & Jean Johnson 

Lliebowitz, Arnie & Zan Oneg/kiddush For their kiddush for 4/6 in Honor of their birthdays 

Policzer, Joel & Madeleine Oneg/kiddush Kiddush 4/13  In Memory of Geza Policzer 

Silverman, Morry & Sallee Oneg/kiddush Kiddush 3/9 In Honor of their Israel trip 

Treby, Elliott Oneg/kiddush Oneg 4/12 In Memory of  Rose Freedman 

Weissberger, David & Gary  Oneg/kiddush Oneg 3/22 In Memory of Irving Weissberger 

Tart, Jeff & Beth Oneg/kiddush For Addison Tart Bat Mitzvah 

EVENT  SPONSORSHIPS from February 21 to April 21, 2024 

Bennett, Dean Annual Picnic Sponsor 

Bitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca Annual Picnic Sponsor 

Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca Annual Picnic Sponsor 

Krimsky, Jeffrey Annual Picnic Sponsor 

Nachman, Steven & Leah Annual Picnic Sponsor 

Thal, Mitchell & Liz Annual Picnic Sponsor 

Silverman, Morry & Sallee Annual Picnic Sponsor 

Krimsky, Jeffrey Purim brunch Sponsor 
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YAHRZEIT DONATIONS   from February 21 to April 21, 2024 

 

 

Bachove, Craig & Gail Yahrzeit In Memory of Miriam Bachove 

Baron, Gerry Yahrzeit In Memory of Kerry Baron 

Baron, Gerry Yahrzeit In Memory of Marilyn Baron 

Baron, Gerry Yahrzeit In Memory of sisdore Baron 

Baron, Gerry Yahrzeit In Memory of Nathan Hoffman 

Baron, Gerry Yahrzeit In Memory of Sara Hoffman 

Baron, Gerry Yahrzeit In Memory of Janice Baron 

Birnholz, Alan & Lynne Yahrzeit In Memory of Helen Flatow 

Cohen, Alan S. Yahrzeit In Memory of Phyllis Cohen 

Cohn, Lisa Yahrzeit In Memory of Judd Goldstock 

Goldman, Donna Yahrzeit In Memory of Jerry Goldman 

Greenspan, William & Carole Yahrzeit In Memory of Barbara Greenspan 

Grossman, Joe & Holly Yahrzeit In Memory of Estelle Fourens 

Grossman, Joe & Holly Yahrzeit In Memory of Michael Fourens 

Grossman, Joe & Holly Yahrzeit In Memory of Michael Fourens 

Hankin, Herbert & Charlotte Yahrzeit In Memory of Ida Zederbaum 

Kaplan, Lila Yahrzeit In Memory of Ruth Laulicht 

Marcus, Jeffrey & Barbara Yahrzeit In Memory of Barbara Connellan 

Marcus, Jeffrey & Barbara Yahrzeit In Memory of Ellen Feinberg 

Mizne, Norbert & Ramona Yahrzeit In Memory of Frank Hibbard 

Mizne, Norbert & Ramona Yahrzeit In Memory of Samuel Felder 

Molow, Burt Yahrzeit In Memory of Henry Molow 

Patrusky, Roz Yahrzeit In Memory of Israel Blinder 

Patrusky, Roz Yahrzeit In Memory of Sylvia Blinder 

Patrusky, Roz Yahrzeit In Memory of Susan Mintzer 

Patrusky, Roz Yahrzeit In Memory of Louis Pollack 

Patrusky, Roz Yahrzeit In Memory of Alan Douglas Patrusky 

Patrusky, Roz Yahrzeit In Memory of Jack Blinder 

Patrusky, Roz Yahrzeit In Memory of Leonard Patrusky 

Patrusky, Roz Yahrzeit In Memory of Marvin Pollack 

Perlman, Sam & Linda Yahrzeit In Memory of Brenda Lee Perlman Bernstein 

Policzer, Joel & Madeleine Yahrzeit In Memory of Edith Policzer 

Policzer, Joel & Madeleine Yahrzeit In Memory of Geza Policzer 

Policzer, Joel & Madeleine Yahrzeit In Memory of Geza Policzer 

Scher, Gary Yahrzeit In Memory of Frank Scher 

Silverman, Morry & Sallee Yahrzeit In Memory of Bernice Silverman 

Silverman, Morry & Sallee Yahrzeit In Memory of Arthur Hyman 

Tart, Jeff & Beth Yahrzeit In Memory of Robert Tart 

Taylor, Kenneth & Leah Yahrzeit In Memory of Joan Becker 

Weissberger, David & Gary  Yahrzeit In Memory of Irving Weissberger 

Yockel, Steven & Stacey Yahrzeit In Memory of Malcolm Feldman 
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THE VOICE 
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THE VOICE 

 
 
 

When pre-planning for your 
cemetery and funeral needs, 
Call Alex Gurevich: 954-253-3600 

Eternal Light Memorial Gardens-Beth Israel Memorial Chapel. 
 

Friends and members of Temple B’nai Jacob receive special discounted rates. 
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THE VOICE 

To honor or remember a birthday,  
anniversary, graduation, memory or any  

special occasion sponsor a virtual Oneg or/and 
Kiddush 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Beginng April 1, 2024 
Friday night   Oneg for $70.00  

Saturday Shabbat  Kiddush for $100.00  
Oneg and Kiddush for $150 

 
 

Please contact our Temple office if you would 
like to sponsor a virtual  Oneg or Kiddush at           

561-793-4347 

SISTERHOOD JUDAICA SHOP   
 

We have ritual items: mezuzot and Mezuza 
scrolls (klafim), candlesticks, menorahs, 

kippot, tallit clips, yads, memorial candles, 
as well as jewelry, gift and novelty items. 
 

Lenore Glickman 
561-389-7956 

See us on the 
Temple Website  
and Facebook 

Help us replenish our local food pantry! 

Our local food pantry is depleted and the price of food has  
increased. Please bring non-perishable items to the Temple office.  

We are preparing boxes for donations. 
 

They are in need of: 
 Canned chicken  

 Canned tuna, 
 Canned soups  

 Canned green beans  
 Canned baked beans  

 Peanut butter  
 Jelly 

 Toilet paper. 
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THE VOICE 

 

A MESSAGE FROM THE CHESSED COMMITTEE 

 
                                                                      
 

                        

 

 

Hi to all our Temple Members and Friends. Another 
month has gone by and good things are happening. We 
now have a monthly enhanced  sit down Kiddush    
Luncheon. If you want to sponsor a  Kiddush or an 
Oneg  in memory of a loved one , or  to honor 
someone's  a special occasion. Please contact the 
Temple by phone of email. 

A word from the Chesed Committee 
 
 

 In need of a friendly voice 
 In need of get well wish 

 In need of a friend to share a Holiday meal 
 In need of a call from Rabbi Dan 

 
 

If you or any member of the your family or anyone you know in our TBJ 
Family that is in need please let use know 

 
Please call the Temple at 561-793-4347 (leave a message if no  one answers) 

Of Email the Temple at Templebnaijacob@gmail.com or Lenore 
Glickman  

at  lesmg@comcast.net 
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THE VOICE 

 

 
Please considering Honoring a loved one  and sponsor an 
Oneg  and/or a Kiddush. It’s a great way to support TBJ. 

If interested in more details please call or email TBJ ,     
561-793-4347 Templebnaijacob@gmail.com 

 
Oneg (Friday Shabbat)……………$70 

Kiddush (Saturday Shabbat)………$100 
Kiddush & Oneg………$150 
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THE VOICE 

Do you want to receive our Temple emails? 
Call the office and give us  

your email address at: 
 

561-793-4347 

 

 

We’re on the Web! 
See us at: 

Www.templebnaijacob.com 
And Follow us on  

 
 
 
Www.facebook.com/templebnaijacob 

 

INTERESTED IN ADVERTIDING IN OUR  

NEWSLETTER? 
 

PLEASE CONTACT OUR TBJ OFFICE. 

OUR NEWSLETTER, THE VOICE, REACHES ALL TBJ 

MEMBERS AND MANY FRIENDS IN OUR COMMUNITY. 

 

 

 YOUR CARD PLACED HERE 




